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deed. The book was destined to be a classic, both

The depression decade was a time of intellec‐
tual crisis. Haunted on the Left and Right by total‐
itarianism, the democratic center faced a collaps‐
ing capitalist order, and the United States and
western Europe suffered from an intellectual cri‐
sis regarding historical identity and cultural pur‐
pose. In 1932, four years into the crisis, Carl Lotus
Becker (1873-1945) gave a series of four lectures
at Yale University on the eighteenth-century En‐
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held up the achievements of mankind against the
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(where he wrote a highly critical essay about the
state), and the University of Minnesota. His final

In this brief book, 132 pages, Becker packed
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from 1917 to 1941. He died in 1945. He married

"The Laws of Nature and of Nature's God", "The
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and "The Uses of Posterity." The first lecture laid

The significant part of Becker's intellectual

down the basic assumption of the Enlightenment,

life was his questioning of the traditional histori‐

that is, that through human reason, humanity

cal method that led him to relativism and his fa‐

could take the measure and master the world. The

mous presidential address, "Every Man His Own

second lecture noted that a shift in the usage of

Historian" before the American Historical Associa‐

certain words illustrated the process in which

tion. "Facts" were free floating things subject to

man uncovered the laws of nature for his own

the writer's textual and political concerns. Ever

benefit. In the third and fourth lectures Becker

intellectually restless, after 1936 Becker moved

followed intellectuals of the day as they began to

away from relativism and once again explored

focus on nature, natural law and human per‐

the natural rights tradition and its contributions

fectibility rather than theology, thereby learning

to the historical development of civil rights in an

toward hubris.[5] With scholastics of the Middle

emerging democracy. Remaining skeptical, Becker
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sought some degree of certainty from a better-or‐

shared a common hope but expressed it in differ‐

ganized understanding of the American past.

ent rhetoric. Both groups "were unwilling or un‐

In the context of his life work, The Heavenly

able to learn anything from history which could

City is a major transition from his earlier progres‐

not, by some ingenious trick played on the dead,

sivism to skepticism and on to his later renewed

be reconciled with their faith."[6] They both held

support for liberalism. Despite his reputation for

fast to a revealed body of knowledge which pro‐

defending relativism, Becker was a student of con‐

vided for Christians salvation in the world to

tinuity as much as an disciple of change. He was a

come and for philosophers salvation in the here

"lumper" rather than a "splitter," to use J. H. Hex‐

and now.

ter's classification. This was quite clear in The

Becker observed that Christianity was a tough

Heavenly City. As Burleigh Wilkins Taylor has not‐

institutional and metaphysical nut to crack. It had

ed, ". . .the eighteenth century was to Becker what
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staying power and hope in a transcendent value

lightenment's, he was describing the intellectual
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crisis of the 1930s as well as of the eighteenth cen‐
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As for Becker, he approached the writing of
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